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Rome III criteria), from March 2014 through December

2015. Subjects randomly received either 5 lg ramose-

tron once a day with 300 mg trimebutine twice a day

(n = 10) or 300 mg trimebutine twice a day (n = 10) for

4 weeks. During treatment, IBS symptoms and stool

consistency were checked everyday by questionnaire.

Primary end points were the improvement of overall IBS

symptoms, stool consistency as Bristol Stool Form Scale

type 3 or 4 at the end of treatment point.

Results: A statistically significantly global improve-

ment was observed in all patients given ramosetron

with trimebutine (9/10, 90%, p = 0.023) than patients

given only trimebutine (2/10, 20%). A significantly

higher proportion of patients in the ramosetron with

trimebutine group reported improvement of stool con-

sistency(8/10, 80%, p < 0.001) than patients given only

trimebutine (2/10, 20%). And patients receiving ramo-

setron with trimebutine had significant higher reduc-

tions in abdominal pain and discomfort (8/10, 80%,

p = 0.002) than trimebutine group (2/10, 20%). No

significant adverse events by drugs were reported in

both groups.

Conclusions: In a randomized study of 20 male patients

with IBS-D, co-administration of ramosetron with

trimebutine reduced symptoms and improved stool

consistency than trimebutine monotherapy.
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Efficacy and tolerability of linaclotide and plecanatide in

treating Irritable Bowel Syndrome with constipation

(IBS-C) and chronic idiopathic constipation (CIC): A

meta-analysis
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*University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA and
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Background: In this study, we contrast the rates of

diarrhea adverse events (AE) and efficacy of the guany-

late cyclase-C agonists linaclotide and plecanatide in

treating IBS-C and CIC.

Methods: Literature search: PubMED and Cochrane

databases, abstracts from UEGW, DDW, and ACG since

2005, and SEC filings. Study selection: double-blind,

placebo-controlled RCTs of IBS-C or CIC patients

treated for at least 14 days using dosages that are FDA-

approved (linaclotide) or evaluated in Phase III RCTs

(plecanatide). Study endpoints: (a) study withdrawal due

to diarrhea; (b) incidence of diarrhea; and, (c) FDA-

responder endpoint. Data Analysis: Eligible trials and

data were reviewed independently by ES and PS. Data

were extracted on an ITT basis. A random effects model

of meta-analysis was performed to pool trial results.

Results were expressed as an odds ratio (OR) with 95%

CI.

Results: Six linaclotide trials (4 CIC, 2 IBS-C) and four

plecanatide (3 CIC, 1 IBS-C) met study criteria. Diarrhea

incidence was higher with linaclotide than plecanatide,

although diarrhea was numerically higher on placebo in

the linaclotide trials. This resulted in similar OR of

diarrhea and study discontinuation due to diarrhea in

IBS-C and CIC for both therapies. Outcomes for FDA-

responder endpoints was also similar.

Conclusions: Linaclotide and plecanatide have similar

efficacy, and there is no significant difference in odds of

diarrhea adverse events in IBS-C or CIC patients.

Table 1 Summary of results (all data expressed as OR with 95% CI, *p < 0.05)

Therapy Disease Dosage

Study withdrawal due to

diarrhea Diarrhea as AE Efficacy

Linaclotide IBS 290 or 300 lg/

day

15.4 (4.2, 56.7)* 8.1 (5.2, 11.4)* 2.4 (1.5, 4.0)*

Plecanatide IBS 3 mg/day 11.7 (0.6, 214.5) 18.7 (1.1, 329.9)* 2.2 (1.1, 4.2)*

Linaclotide CIC 145 or 150 lg/

day

6.4 (2.0, 20.3)* 3.6 (2.3, 5.7)* 3.4 (1.7, 6.8)*

Plecanatide CIC 3 mg/day 3.8 (1.5, 9.7)* 3.9 (1.8, 8.1)* 2.0 (1.6, 2.5)*

Plecanatide CIC 6 mg/day 3.9 (1.3, 12.0)* 3.83 (2.0, 7.3)* 1.9 (1.5, 2.5)*
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Peppermint oil (PO) has been shown to reduce abdom-

inal pain in patients with Irritable Bowel Syndrome

(IBS). Menthol, the main constituent of PO, induces

intestinal smooth muscle relaxation and desensitizes

nociceptive nerve afferents. Enteric-coated (EC PO)

capsules that release PO mainly in the small intestine

are commercially available. In order to increase local,

colonic anti-nociception, a colon-targeted-delivery pep-

permint oil (CTD PO) capsule has been developed. The

aim of this study was to compare pharmacokinetic

parameters of both formulations and to evaluate safety

and tolerability. In this randomized, double blind,

placebo-controlled study, subjects received 182 mg of

either EC PO or CTD PO in a crossover design with

≥14 days washout period in between. After baseline

measurements and drug administration, blood samples

to determine menthol-glucuronide (menthol is rapidly

metabolized to menthol-glucuronide), blood pressure

and heart rate measurements were collected at several

time points. Side effects were evaluated using ques-

tionnaires. The primary outcome was Tmax: time to

reach peak menthol-glucuronide concentration in

plasma. Eight healthy volunteers (50% female), aged

between 20 and 65 years (median 22.2, IQR 20.8–28.8)

were included. The Tmax of CTD PO was significantly

longer (in all volunteers) compared to EC PO with a

median (IQR) of 360 (360–405) vs 180 (120–180) min,

respectively, p < 0.05. The Area Under the menthol-

glucuronide plasma concentration time Curves were

smaller with a median (IQR) of 2331 lg*h/L (2006–2510)

for CTD compared to 2623 lg*h/L (2471–2920) for EC

capsules, p < 0.05. No significant differences were found

in peak concentrations and elimination half-lives. No

differences in vital signs or side effects were observed

between both regimens. Remarkably, subjects noticed

alterations in fecal odor after CTD PO but not after EC

PO, again pointing to more distal delivery with CTD

PO. In conclusion, the CTD PO has a significantly

delayed peak menthol-glucuronide concentration, and is

thereby assumed to release peppermint oil in the more

distal part of the intestine. This may enhance thera-

peutic efficacy of PO as the application of the CTD

results in increased exposure to the colonic mucosal

afferents. These results encourage our randomized con-

trolled trial with CTD PO in IBS patients.
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